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ABSTRACT
We propose IoTSTEED, a system running in edge routers to defend
against Distributed Denial-of-Service (DDoS) attacks launched from
compromised Internet-of-Things (IoT) devices. IoTSTEED watches
traffic that leaves and enters the home network, detecting IoT devices at home, learning the benign servers they talk to, and filtering
their traffic to other servers as a potential DDoS attack. We validate IoTSTEED’s accuracy and false positives (FPs) at detecting
devices, learning servers and filtering traffic with replay of 10 days
of benign traffic captured from an IoT access network. We show
IoTSTEED correctly detects all 14 IoT and 6 non-IoT devices in this
network (100% accuracy) and maintains low false-positive rates
when learning the servers IoT devices talk to (flagging 2% benign
servers as suspicious) and filtering IoT traffic (dropping only 0.45%
benign packets). We validate IoTSTEED’s true positives (TPs) and
false negatives (FNs) in filtering attack traffic with replay of realworld DDoS traffic. Our experiments show IoTSTEED mitigates
all typical attacks, regardless of the attacks’ traffic types, attacking
devices and victims; an intelligent adversary can design to avoid
detection in a few cases, but at the cost of a weaker attack. Lastly,
we deploy IoTSTEED in NAT router of an IoT access network for 10
days, showing reasonable resource usage and verifying our testbed
experiments for accuracy and learning in practice.
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INTRODUCTION

There is an increasing concern about the security threats that
Internet-of-Things (IoT) devices, such as Internet-enabled light
bulbs and cameras, raise for the Internet ecosystem. The massive
number of IoT devices, together with their often inadequate security [10, 11, 66] and even unpatchabilities [68], make them attractive
targets for compromises. One flagrant example is that compromised
IoT devices (as known as“bots”) , besides risking leaking sensitive
information like audio [12, 25] and video recordings [67, 81], could
be used to mount large-scale Distributed Denial-of-Service (DDoS)
attacks and significantly damage Internet security. In 2016, over
100k compromised IoT devices , compromised by IoT malwares Mirai [47], launched a series of record-breaking DDoS attacks, including a 620 Gb/s attack against krebsonsecurity.com (2016-09-20) [44]
and 1 Tb/s attacks against cloud-provider OVH (2016-09-23) [60]
and DNS-provider Dyn (2016-10-21) [17].
A naive way to defend IoT-based DDoS attacks is to make all IoT
devices secure. However, IoT manufacturers are not incentivized to
produce more secure and likely more expensive products, because
they may see less sales from price-sensitive customers [77, 79].
While there are emerging legislative efforts for enforcing IoT security, such as the IoT Cybersecurity Improvement Act of 2019 [42]

requiring minimum security for government-purchased IoT products, these proposals are not yet laws.
Another option is to mitigate IoT-based DDoS attack at victims as
widely explored [1, 4, 8, 35, 39–41, 43, 46, 57, 62–65, 75, 76, 78, 80].
However, due to the large number of IoT devices (5.8 billion in
2020 [19]), and the resulting high volume of attack traffic (at most
1 Tb/s for one attack as of 2016), target-side filtering is very costly
and is only possible for the largest operators today. (For example,
Akamai estimated costs of one defense as millions of dollars [5]).
In this paper, we advocate the third option: defending IoT-based
DDoS attacks at bot-side. The main advantage of bot-side defense is
much lower volumes of attack traffic compared to at the victim. As
a result, bot-side defense is less costly and more likely to cope with
future growth in attack volume. (Bot-side defense also inherently
supports incremental deployment: when deployed in only a fraction
of access networks in the Internet, it still mitigate DDoS traffic at
victim proportionally.)
Our first contribution is to propose IoTSTEED (IoT bot-Side
Traffic-Endpoint-basEd Defense), a system runs in edge routers
to defend against DDoS attacks launched from compromised IoT
devices. IoTSTEED watches traffic that leaves and enters the home
network, detecting IoT devices at home (§2.1), learning the benign
servers they talk to (§2.1), and filtering their traffic to other servers
as a potential DDoS attack (§2.3).
Our second contribution is to validate IoTSTEED’s correctness
with with replay of off-line traffic capture (§3). We validate IoTSTEED’s accuracy and false positives (FPs) in detecting devices,
learning server and filtering traffic with replay of 10 days of benign
traffic captured from an IoT access network (§3.1). We show IoTSTEED correctly detects all 14 IoT and 6 non-IoT devices in this
network (100% accuracy) and maintains low false-positive rates
when learning the servers IoT devices talk to (flagging 2% benign
servers as suspicious) and filtering IoT traffic (dropping only 0.45%
benign packets). We validate IoTSTEED’s true positives (TPs) and
false negatives (FNs) in filtering attack traffic with replay of realworld DDoS traffic (§3.2). Our experiments show IoTSTEED could
mitigate all typical attacks, regardless of the attacks’ traffic types,
attacking devices and victims. An intelligent adversary can design
to avoid detection in a few cases, but at the cost of a weaker attack.
Our third contribution is to deploy IoTSTEED in NAT router of
an IoT access network for 10 days (§4). We show IoTSTEED runs
well on a commodity router: memory usage is small (4% of 512MB)
and the router forwards traffic at full uplink rates. We confirm IoTSTEED’s accuracy, FPs, TPs and FNs in detecting devices, learning
servers and filtering traffic during on-line router deployment is
similar to what we report in off-line trace-replay validation.
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D-Link
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TP-Link
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IP Camera (IP2M-841)
Smart Plug (Wemo Mini)
Air Purifier (Pure Cool Link)
IP Camera (DCS-934L)
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IP Camera (R2C)
Wireless Printer (Envy 4500)
IP Camera (SNH-P6410BN)
Light Bulb (Hue A19 Kit)
Smart Plug (HS100)
Light Bulb (LB110)
IP Camera (WH-TH661)
IP Camera (WYZEC2)
IP Camera (633GBU)
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to their manufacturers and identifying known IoT manufacturer
names (§2.1.2 and §2.1.3). Since IoTSTEED’s detection mis-classifies
non-IoT devices made by IoT manufacturers as IoT, it corrects these
mis-classifications by identifying the large number of server names
these non-IoT devices talk to (§2.1.4).
2.1.2 Collect IoT Manufacturer Names. To detect IoT devices by
comparing their MAC-inferred manufacturers with known IoT manufacturers, we need to collect a list of IoT manufacturer names. However, knowing IoT manufacturers is not enough. Some IoT MAC
addresses (about one third of 185 we examine in next paragraph
and about one third of 522 that IoT inspector examines in [36])
get mapped to organizations related to the actual IoT manufacturers such as parts makers, original equipment manufacturers
(OEMs) and parent companies of the IoT manufacturers. We call
these “manufacturer-relatives” or simply “relatives”, and collect
relatives for each known IoT manufacturer. When an IoT MAC
address gets mapped to a relative, we can narrow down this IoT
device’s potential manufacturers to a list of manufacturers related
to this relative.
We collect a list of IoT manufacturers and relatives by first collecting a list of IoT MAC addresses with ground truth manufacturer names. We find 185 IoT MAC addresses from 67 IoT manufacturers based on devices we own (Table 1), public IoT traffic capture [2, 31, 70], and Google image searches (for example, we search
“smart plug MAC address” for MAC addresses printed on bottom of
smart plugs). We then find relatives for these 67 IoT manufacturers
by looking up these 185 MAC addresses with a MAC-to-vendor
mapping library [49] and identifying lookup results different from
ground truth manufacturer names as relatives. (We ensure the first
three octets of our 185 IoT MAC addresses, which uniquely identify
vendors, are all distinct.) We show 67 of these 185 MAC addresses
(36%) get mapped to 45 distinct relatives. As a result, we obtain 67
IoT manufacturers and 45 relatives.
To expedite finding potential manufacturers for IoT devices
whose MAC addresses get mapped to relatives, we store the relationship between known IoT manufacturers and relatives in a
directed graph. We store each manufacturer and its relatives as
vertices in this graph and connect them with an edge pointing to
this manufacturer vertex from its relative vertices. The resulting
graph (part of which is shown in Figure 1) allows us to identify all
manufacturers related to a relative by identifying all manufacturer
vertices reachable from this relative’s vertex.
We handle two edge cases in building this direct graph. For IoT
manufacturers that are also relatives (such as IP camera manufacturers Dahua who also OEMs for other IP camera makers like

(We have released IoTSTEED’s source code [28] and the 10-day
benign IoT traffic capture from validation [27].)

METHODOLOGY

IoTSTEED follows the observation that IoT devices usually talk to
a small number of benign servers (from our prior work [29, 30]).
By whitelisting these benign servers, it can mitigate suspicious IoT
traffic to all other servers.
IoTSTEED examines packets entering and leaving an IoT access
network from its edge router, detecting IoT devices in this network
(§2.1), learning benign servers these IoT devices talk to (§2.2) and
filtering their traffic to other servers as a potential DDOS attack
(§2.3). IoTSTEED is thus an instance of network anomaly detection
which learns and profiles benign traffic and identifies traffic deviating from benign profiles as malicious. Prior work has shown that
network anomaly detection does not work well in practice because
profiling highly-variable real-world network traffic is hard [72]. We
show that since IoT traffic is relatively simple, we could at least
profile benign IoT traffic endpoints (§3.1).
IoTSTEED thus focuses on single-purpose IoT devices, such as
smart plugs and cameras, that talk to a small amount of server
names. IoTSTEED does not work with multiple-purpose IoT devices,
such as smart TV, that could talk to hundreds of server names by
installing new applications.
IoTSTEED currently handles IPv4 traffic since our test home
network is v4-only (§3 and §4); adding IPv6 support should be
straightforward. We believe that our results of defending IPv4 attacks (§3 and §4) prove the effectiveness of our system and we leave
defending IPv6 attacks as future work.

2.1

Insteon

Figure 1: Part of the Directed Graph that Stores Known IoT
Manufacturers and Relatives (Dark and Light Circles)

Table 1: 14 IoT devices We Own
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Null

Device Detection

IoTSTEED first detects IoT devices in the access network where
it runs. It later learns the benign servers these IoT devices talk to
(§2.2) and filters IoT traffic to other servers (§2.3).
2.1.1 Overview. IoTSTEED’s device detection follows the observation that many IoT manufacturers only produce IoT devices. Therefore it can detect IoT devices by mapping their MAC addresses
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IoT Devices
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Amcrest [37]), we label them as IoT manufacturer in our graph
(see “Dahua” manufacturer vertex in Figure 1). and infer they are
also relatives from the fact that their vertices point to other manufacturer vertices in our graph. For IoT manufacturers who use
MAC addresses that cannot be mapped to any organizations, or use
private MAC addresses,we add a special relative (“null” or “private”,
see Figure 1).
Our IoT detection risks being incomplete because our knowledge
of IoT manufacturers and their relatives is limited. In principle, we
could scale up by crowd-sourcing IoT MAC addresses with ground
truth manufacturer names, as shown in [36].
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Figure 2: ECDF for Number of Distinct Server Names
Queried by 60 IoT and 6 non-IoT Devices in 10 Days

2.2

Server Learning

IoTSTEED next learns benign servers detected IoT devices talk to
(IoT servers). Knowing IoT servers enables it to filter IoT traffic to
other servers (non-IoT servers) as a potential DDoS attack in §2.3.

2.1.3 Detect IoT Devices by MAC Lookup. We next detect IoT devices and infer their potential manufacturers by looking up their
MAC addresses and matching the lookup results with our knowledge of IoT manufacturers and relatives.
IoTSTEED detects IoT devices by examining the MAC addresses
of every observed packet, looking up these MAC addresses with
MAC-to-vendor mapping library [49] and identify those whose
lookup results match certain vertices in our graph. (IoTSTEED
classifies the rest MAC addresses as non-IoT devices.) IoTSTEED
considers a MAC lookup result matching a vertex if this vertex’s
manufacturer (or relative) name is a substring of this lookup result
(regardless of case) and every English word in this vertex show up
in this lookup result. (For example, relative name “Physical Graph”
matches lookup result “physical graph corp” because the former
is a substring of the latter and both words “Physical” and “Graph”
show up in the lookup result. In comparison, manufacturer name
“Ring” does not match MAC lookup result “Murata Manufacturing
Co. Ltd” because the word “Ring”, despite being a substring of the
result, does not exist in the result.)
When detecting a new IoT device, IoTSTEED infers its manufacturer (or a list of potential manufacturers) by finding all manufacturer vertices (directly or indirectly) reachable from the vertex
found by the MAC address. For example, if an IoT device’s MAC address gets mapped to parts maker “Ampak” in Figure 1, its potential
manufacturers include “August” and “Xiaomi” who use parts from
Ampak and “Roborock” and “Yeelight” who partner with Xiaomi.

2.2.1 Overview. IoTSTEED learns IoT servers from all servers detected IoT devices talk to in two rounds: server bootstrapping
(§2.2.3) and expansion (§2.2.4). (IoTSTEED maintains a separate
IoT server list for each IoT device.) IoTSTEED also whitelists a
short list of server IPs that are always considered benign: Google’s
public DNS revolvers (8.8.8.8 and 8.8.4.4) that are often visited by
IoT devices, public IPs of the NAT router where IoTSTEED runs
(since we find IoT devices sometimes talk to router’s public IPs) and
public IPs of the mobile phone used to remote access IoT devices.
2.2.2 Server Identification. To learn IoT servers, IoTSTEED identifies servers by either their DNS names or IP addresses.
IoTSTEED identifies servers mainly by their DNS names because
we find server names to be relatively stable over time while server
IPs could change. We find some devices could visit servers directly
by IPs without preceding DNS queries (such as Google’s public DNS
resolvers 8.8.8.8) and as a result, IoTSTEED identifies these servers
by their IPs (called “IP-accessed servers” hereafter). (We call servers
visited with preceding DNS queries “name-accessed servers”.)
Since IoTSTEED mainly identifies servers by DNS names but sees
server IPs in traffic, it tracks server name-to-IP mappings based on
DNS resolutions observed from IoT devices. Specifically, IoTSTEED
tracks a list of server names each IoT device talks to based on
server names they queried using type A, AAAA and CNAME DNS
requests. It then extracts server IPs and canonical names for these
server names from corresponding type A and CNAME DNS replies.
(IoTSTEED does not track AAAA DNS replies because it currently
ignores non-DNS IPv6 traffic.)

2.1.4 Correct Potential Mis-classifications. IoTSTEED identifies
non-IoT devices mis-classified as IoT (due to some IoT manufacturers also produce non-IoT devices) by looking for detected IoT
devices that talk to excessive number of server names. The rationale is that we find non-IoT devices usually talk to more server
names than IoT devices do (Figure 2). Specifically, if any IoT device
DNS queries more than Tsvr distinct servers names, IoTSTEED
re-classifies it as non-IoT. We set Tsvr as 70 based on examining
10-day operational traffic from 60 IoT devices and 6 non-IoT devices
(we measure our 14 IoT and 6 non-IoT devices, as in Table 1, and
use public traffic pcaps for the remaining 46 IoT devices [2, 31, 70]).
As in Figure 2, we find these 60 IoT devices each queries at most 15
distinct server names (in average 5) while these 6 non-IoT devices
each queries at least 128 distinct server names (in average 451) in
10 days.

2.2.3 First-Round Learning: Server Bootstrapping. IoTSTEED bootstraps a list of IoT servers for every IoT device by classifying all
servers they DNS query (for name-accessed servers) or directly
visit (for IP-accessed servers) shortly after most recent bootup as
benign. The rationale is that we trust recently-bootup devices to
be uncompromised and only talking to benign servers because IoT
malwares usually do not sustain device reboot [3, 20, 22, 52] and
re-infections take time (considering that many malware randomly
scan for infection [3, 21, 52]).
Specifically, after IoTSTEED detects a new IoT device D (§2.1), it
D ) with the timestamp
first estimates D’s most recent bootup time (Tbt
of the first packet observed from D and then classifies all servers
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D ,T D + T ) as
that D DNS queries or directly visits between [Tbt
sp
bt
benign, where Tsp is the duration of server bootstrapping.
D holds intuitively if D is newlyIoTSTEED’s estimation of Tbt
acquired and first boot up after IoTSTEED starts. If D is an existing
device, we require the owner to reboot it before starting IoTSTEED
D.
so that IoTSTEED could correctly estimate Tbt
We experimentally setTsp as two hours for name-accessed servers
abn ). By booting up our 14 IoT devices and observ(annotated as Tsp
ing them for 10 days, we find that they talk to most (75% or 67) of
their 89 name-accessed IoT servers (blue bars in Figure 3) within
the first two hours after bootup — bootstrapping behavior.
abi )
Similarly, we set Tsp as 120 hours for IP-accessed servers (Tsp
because we find 10 of our 14 IoT devices (all except Foscam_Cam,
Amcrest_Cam, Belkin_Cam and D-Link_Cam) talk to most (91% or
30) of their 33 IP-accessed IoT servers (gray bars in Figure 3) within
the first 120 hours after bootup (green area in Figure 4).
The four IoT devices remaining (Foscam_Cam, Amcrest_Cam,
Belkin_Cam and D-Link_Cam) show no such bootstrapping behavior and instead keep visiting new IP-accessed servers even after
bootstrapping period (white area in Figure 4). Our server learning
cannot handle them: bootstrapping-based first round only covers
part of their IP-accessed IoT servers and server-name-based second
round does not apply to IP-accessed servers. We choose to not filter traffic between these devices and their IP-accessed IoT servers
(called “turn off IP-accessing filtering”) to reduce potential false
positives (FPs) in traffic filtering. (See §2.3 for details.)
We show these four devices’ lack of bootstrapping behavior in
visiting IP-accessed servers is mainly an artifact of UPnP service
in our router. We find three of them (all except Belkin_Plug) set
up static port mappings in our routers via UPnP. (We confirm
Foscam_Cam uses UPnP for remote device accessing but are not
certain about other devices.) As a side effect, they get unsolicited
packets from a large number of remote IPs (574 or 98% of their 586
IP-accessed IoT servers) such as scanners from internet-census.org
and shodan.io. By responding to these unsolicited packets, these
three devices appear constantly talking to new IP-accessed servers.
We support our hypothesis that UPnP causes lack of bootstrapping
behavior by showing that without UPnP, these three devices do
show bootstrapping behavior in a similar 10-day experiment (§4).
For the remaining one device (Belkin_Plug) that does not use UPnP,
its 22 IP-accessed IoT servers are mostly STUN servers for NAT
traversal (73% or 16). One explanation for Belkin_Plug’s lack of
bootstrapping behavior is that it keeps connecting to different STUN
servers IPs for NAT relay services.
UPnP service also explains the large number of IP-accessed IoT
servers (641, as in Figure 3) our IoT devices talk to. The three devices
(Foscam_Cam, Amcrest_Cam and D-Link_Cam) that contributes
to almost all (91%, 586) of these 641 IP-accessed IoT servers all
set up static port mappings via UPnP. We have shown their 586
IP-accessed IoT servers is mainly an artifact of them responding
to unsolicited probes from remote IPs (98%, 574). To support our
hypothesis that UPnP service inflates IP-accessed server count, we
show that without UPNP, our 14 devices talk to only 69 IP-accessed
IoT servers (9× less than 641 servers with UPnP) in 10 days (§4).
While we used public IoT traces [2, 31, 70] for collecting IoT
manufacturer names (§2.1.2) and setting Tsvr values (§2.1.4), we

Figure 3: Distinct Name-accessed and IP-accessed IoT
Servers Our Devices Visit Within 10 Days of Bootup (Amcrest_Cam, D-Link_Cam and Foscam_Cam Visit 117, 328 and
141 Servers but Get Cropped for Displaying).
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Figure 4: Distinct IP-accessed IoT Servers Our Devices Talk
to Per Hour Within 10 Days of Bootup (Omitting Six Devices
Talking to No More Than One Server). Green Area Highlights 120-hour Server Bootstrapping Period.

cannot do that here because these capture do not contain the device
bootup traffic that we need to set Tsp values. (The 10-day measurement we use to select Tsp is different from the measurement we
use to validate IoTSTEED later in §3.)
2.2.4 Second-Round Learning: Server Expansion. After server bootstrapping period, IoTSTEED only considers a server benign if its
DNS domains resemble one of three classes of common IoT servers
judged per-class rule below.
Manufacturer servers are servers run by IoT manufacturers to
implement core IoT functions such as remote controlling and device monitoring. Manufacturer servers can usually be identified by
their manufacturer-owned DNS domain. (IoTSTEED already knows
at least a list of potential manufacturer names for each detected
IoT devices in §2.1.) IoTSTEED considers a server name N as a
manufacturer server for IoT device D if any of D’s potential manufacturer name is a substring of N ’s domain (regardless of case).
We define domain of a URL as the immediate left neighbor of the
URL’s public suffix. (We identify public suffix based on the list from
Mozilla Foundation [56]).
Third-party servers are servers ran by non-manufacturers that
provide services such as time (NTP) services and news services to
IoT devices. We find it challenging to identify third-party servers
because they could be specific to device types which we do not
know. IoTSTEED thus only identifies two groups of third-party
servers. The first group of servers are those providing NTP (time)
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by Equation 1). We use A(x) to annotate the number of distinct
IP-accessed servers a given IoT device D talk to between period
D ,T D + x), excluding whitelisted server IPs in §2.2.1. IoTSTEED
[Tbt
bt
D + t after
considers D as lacking bootstrapping if at any time Tbt
abi
server bootstrapping (meaning t > Tsp ), the average rate that D
talks to new IP-accessed servers after bootstrapping (R t in Equation 1) is larger than a threshold. We set this threshold as a fraction
(r in Equation 1, empirically set as 50%) of the average rate that D
talks to new IP-accessed servers during server bootstrapping period (Rsp in Equation 1). IoTSTEED does not turn off IP-accessing
filtering for devices that do not normally visit IP-accessed servers
abi ) ≤ 2 where 2 is empirical) because it is suspi(judged by A(Tsp
cious if they suddenly talks to some servers by IPs.

Table 2: Eight Domains from Five IoT Platforms

services, which we find common for all types of IoT devices to talk
to. IoTSTEED identifies NTP servers by looking for servers with
either well-known NTP domains (nist.gov and ntp.org) or string
“time” or “ntp” in their sub-domain. The second group of servers are
those run by the same organizations as some bootstrapped thirdparty servers. IoTSTEED identifies these servers by their use of
bootstrapped third-party-server domains.
Platform servers are special third-party servers that allow manufacturers to implement core IoT functions without setting up their
own servers. Platform servers can be identified by their platformspecific domain names. IoTSTEED currently looks for eight domains from five IoT platforms, as summarized in Table 2. Four of
these IoT platforms (TuYa, Evrythng, PubNub and Xively) are reported by IoT inspector project [36] based on traffic from 44,956
IoT devices of 53 manufacturers. We also include the IoT platform
from cloud provider Microsoft Azure since it has a unique domain
(“azure-devices”). We do not include IoT platforms from other cloud
providers (Amazon AWS and Google cloud) because their IoT platforms share the same domains (“amazonaws” and “googleapis”)
with their other cloud services and if IoTSTEED considers these
domains benign, IoTSTEED risks allowing DDoS attacks to all their
other clouds services.
Our second-round learning does not apply for IP-accessed servers
due to their lack of DNS names. For these servers, if they fail firstround learning, IoTSTEED considers them malicious unless they
are visited by devices whose IP-accessing filtering get turned off in
§2.3.
To improve the applicability of second-round learning to IPaccessed servers, IoTSTEED keeps monitoring if any queried server
names get resolved to any IP-accessed server IPs: if found, IoTSTEED assigns this server name to this IP-accessed server and
re-learn this IP-accessed server with both round of learning as if it
is a name-accessed server.

2.3

R t > R sp × r

where

Rt =

abi )
A(t ) − A(Tsp
abi
t − Tsp

and

R sp =

abi )
A(Tsp
abi
Tsp

(1)

A compromised device D may try to evade IoTSTEED’s defense
by intentionally probing many server IPs and causing IoTSTEED
to turn off its IP-accessing filtering. One possible way to mitigate
this evasion is to configure IoTSTEED to turn IP-accessing filtering
back on if D talk to new IP-accessed servers at too fast a rate after
bootstrapping (for example, when R t > 10Rsp ).

2.4

Deployment Incentives

Both IoT owners and ISPs have reasons to deploy IoTSTEED.
IoTSTEED incentivizes IoT owners to run IoTSTEED in their
home routers by protecting them from the potential privacy and
security breach resulted from compromised IoT devices. For example, a compromised IP camera may leak live footage [67, 81], an
hacked smart lock might lead to robbery [73] and a hacked smart
oven could potentially cause house fire [7]. IoTSTEED protects IoT
owners by constantly monitoring their IoT devices (§2.1 and §2.2)
and notifying them about device compromises (§2.3). IoTSTEED
also prevents IoT devices from talking to suspicious servers (§2.3)
which mitigate the risks of IoT-related privacy breach (considering, for example, compromised IP cameras may talk to adversarial
servers for transmitting video footage).
IoTSTEED incentivizes ISPs to pre-install IoTSTEED in their
customer premises equipment (CPEs) from two aspects. First is
value-added service: by pre-installing IoTSTEED (which protects
their customers from compromised IoT devices), ISP is effectively
providing an IoT security service. (Survey shows two-thirds of
households with up to ten IoT devices are willing to pay an average
of $6.90 per month for IoT security services [48].) Second is bandwidth saving: by rejecting IoT-based DDoS traffic at CPEs, ISPs save
their bandwidth for legitimate user traffic.

Traffic Filtering

IoTSTEED defends potential DDoS attack by passing traffic between
IoT devices and IoT servers learned in §2.2.4 and dropping IoT traffic
to and from all other servers. Upon dropping traffic from some IoT
devices, IoTSTEED notifies device owners about the potential device
compromise through its user interface.
For devices that show no bootstrapping behavior and instead
keep talking to new IP-accessed servers, IoTSTEED turns off their
IP-accessing filtering by passing all traffic between them and their
IP-accessed servers. By doing so, IoTSTEED avoids dropping benign
traffic to IP-accessed IoT servers that it fails to learn (false positives)
but risk allowing these devices to attack server IPs (false negatives).
To detect devices that show no bootstrapping behavior, IoTSTEED looks for devices that keep talking to new IP-accessed
servers both during and after server bootstrapping period (judged

2.5

Countermeasures by Knowledgeable
Adversaries

DDoS attacks are launched by criminals who will seek to avoid
detection. We next discuss four possible ways a knowledgeable adversary would try to evade IoTSTEED’s defense. While they show
5

how an knowledgeable adversary can reduce IoTSTEED’s effectiveness, these countermeasures either are difficult, have limited
applicability, or weaken attacks.
First, a bot master could exploit first-round server learning
(§2.2.3) by launching attacks during bots’ server bootstrapping
period and causing IoTSTEED to incorrectly learn attacks as valid
behavior. Such evasion is unlikely in practice. Our bootstrapping
period is a relatively short time window (2 hours or 120 hours after
device bootup, §2.2.3). It is challenging for a bot master to infect
IoT devices, rent out these devices to customers as part of DDoSfor-a-service infrastructure and launch attacks via these devices all
within this time window.
Second, a bot master could exploit second-round server learning (§2.2.4) by launching attacks to the three types of common
IoT servers IoTSTEED considers benign in §2.2.3 (such as servers
run by attacking devices’ manufacturers) and causing IoTSTEED
to pass these attacks. IoTSTEED indeed cannot defend bots from
attacking these common IoT servers. However by filtering attacks
to all other servers, IoTSTEED still effectively breaks the economy
of running DDoS as a service. The rationale is that to monetize
DDoS infrastructure, a bot master needs to be able to attack any
servers and not just a few common IoT servers.
Third, a bot master could also exploit traffic filtering (§2.3) by
using bots whose IP-accessing filtering are off to attack IP-accessed
servers and surpassing IoTSTEED’s defense. While IoTSTEED works
on most devices (11 or 12 of the 14 devices tested in §3 and §4), it
does not work well on these a few devices. In addition, if UPnP is
disabled, some of these devices become defendable (§4),.
Lastly, a bot master could exploit device detection (§2.1) by disguising bots as non-IoT devices and bypassing IoTSTEED’s defense
(since IoTSTEED does not filter non-IoT traffic). There are two ways
to disguise bots as non-IoT devices: one could spoof bots’ MAC
addresses with some non-IoT MAC addresses (recalling §2.1.3);
one could also make bots query more than Tsvr server names and
cause IoTSTEED to re-classify these bots as non-IoT devices (recalling §2.1.4). While disguising bots as non-IoT devices evades
IoTSTEED’s defense, IoTSTEED adds the burden of disguise to bot
makers, making bot operation harder. The need to disguise bots also
weakens the attacks by making bots more suspicious. Disguised
bots could potentially be identified by the pool of non-IoT MAC
addresses bot master use for MAC spoofing or the pool of server
names that bot master makes bots query.
Potentially, we could make the last exploitation difficult to implement by requiring IoT owners to manually specify MAC addresses
of their non-IoT devices when starting IoTSTEED and treating the
rest MAC addresses as IoT devices. This way, to disguise bots as
non-IoT device, a bot master needs to know MAC address of other
non-IoT devices in the same LAN and spoof their bots with these
specific non-IoT MAC addresses. (We do not currently do so to
minimize manual operations required from IoT owners.)
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access network (§3.1). We then validate IoTSTEED’s true positives
(TPs) and false negatives (FNs) in filtering attack traffic with replay
of real-world DDoS traffic (§3.2).
We use off-line traffic capture because they enable testing IoTSTEED with real-world DDoS traffic by replaying DDoS traffic
capture (§3.2). In §4, we test IoTSTEED’s accuracy, FPs, TPs and
FNs in detecting devices, learning servers and filtering traffic with
live traffic from an IoT access network.

3.1

False Positives with Benign Traffic

To understand IoTSTEED’s accuracy in detecting devices (the fraction of IoT and non-IoT devices correctly detected) and FPs in learning servers (flagging of benign servers as suspicious) and filtering
traffic (dropping of benign packets), we capture 10-day benign traffic from an IoT access network and run IoTSTEED with replay of
these traffic. We show IoTSTEED correctly detect all 14 IoT and 7
non-IoT devices in this network (100% accuracy) and maintains low
false-positive rate: flagging 2% of 642 IoT servers as suspicious and
dropping 0.45% of about seven million benign IoT packets.
Experiment Setup: To test IoTSTEED with benign traffic, we
set up an experimental IoT access network by placing 14 IoT devices
(Table 1) and seven non-IoT devices (two mobile phones, two tablets
and three laptops) in a wireless LAN behind a NAT router. (Our IoT
devices, as in Table 1, are mostly IP cameras because IP cameras
are used in large-scale DDoS attacks [55].) To simulate running
IoTSTEED inside the NAT router, we capture traffic between the
access network and the Internet by running tcpdump in NAT router
(with UPnP service on) for 10 days. Since we require rebooting
existing devices before starting IoTSTEED (§2.2.3), we shut off our
IoT devices and boot them after tcpdump begins. We interact with
our IoT devices daily from one of our mobile phones. (By testing
with only our 14 IoT devices, our experiment is limited in device
coverage. In principle, we could scale up by crowd-sourcing traffic
capture from IoT devices owned by others, as shown in [36].)
Accuracy in Device Detection: We first test IoTSTEED’s accuracy in detecting devices (§2.1). Our definition of accuracy is
(T P + T N )/(T P + T N + F P + F N ) where we treat IoT devices as
positives and non-IoT devices as negatives. To get IoTSTEED’s accuracy, we compare devices it detects with ground truth and finding
the fraction of IoT and non-IoT devices it correctly detects.
We show IoTSTEED correctly detects all 14 IoT devices and infers
their manufacturers. IoTSTEED infers both Dahua and Amcrest as
Amcrest_Cam’s potential manufacturers because this device’s MAC
lookup result shows “Dahua” which is both an IoT manufacturer
and a relative (OEM) to “Amcrest”, recalling rules from §2.1.3.
We show IoTSTEED correctly identifies all seven non-IoT devices,
resulting in overall 100% accuracy in device detection. IoTSTEED
initially classifies six of these non-IoT devices as IoT because they
come from IoT vendors (five from Apple and one from Samsung).
IoTSTEED later re-classifies them as non-IoT since it observes that
they query more than Tsvr server names (§2.1.4). We show this initial mis-classification causes incorrect packet loss later this section.
False Positives in Server Learning: We next examine IoTSTEED’s FPs in server learning (§2.2) and show it maintains low
false-positive rate: flagging a small fraction (12 out of 642 or 2%) of
IoT servers as malicious.

VALIDATION BY TRACE REPLAY

We validate the correctness of IoTSTEED with replay of off-line
traffic capture. We first validate IoTSTEED’s accuracy and false
positives (FPs) in detecting devices, learning server and filtering
traffic with replay of 10 days of benign traffic captured from an IoT
6

ground truth IoT servers from 14 IoT devices
whitelisted server IPs (all correctly identified)
enter first-round learning (all correctly identified)
enter second-round learning
correctly identified
detected by 3rd-party-svr rule
visited by devs without IP-acs fltr
mis-identified as malicious

642
8
464
170
158
12
146
12

(100%)
(1%)
(72%)
(26%) (100%)
(25%) (93%)
(2%) (7%)
(23%) (86%)
(2%) (7%)

Victims
B root
B root
B root
B root
B root
Krebs
Krebs
Philips
Krebs
Krebs

Table 3: Server Learning Breakdown with Benign IoT Traffic

Traffic Start After Filtering
Type Bootstrap? Decision
TCP
Yes
Drop
DNS
Yes
Drop
TCP
No
Pass
TCP
Yes
Pass
TCP
Yes
Pass
TCP
Yes
Drop
TCP
Yes
Drop
TCP
Yes
Pass
TCP
Yes
Drop
TCP
Yes
Drop

Table 4: Simulated Attacks in Trace-replay Validation

We breakdown server learning results by rounds in Table 3 to
understand what cause the a few FPs. We show that the first-round
learning causes no FP: it tests most (464 or 72%) of 642 ground truth
IoT server and correctly identifies all of them (Table 3). Our secondround learning causes all the FPs by mis-identifying a small fraction
(12 or 7%) of the 170 IoT servers it tests as malicious. Eight of these
12 FPs are IP-accessed servers and the rest four are name-accessed
servers whose domains (“google” and “opendns”) do not resemble
common IoT servers, judged by rules in §2.2.4.
Lastly, we show that turning off IP-accessing filtering is crucial
for maintaining IoTSTEED’s low FPs in learning servers. IoTSTEED
turns off three devices’ IP-accessing filtering (Samsung_Cam, DLink_Cam and Foscam_Cam) because they constantly talk to new
IP-accessed servers (§2.3). We find that most (146 or 86%) of the 170
IoT servers tested by second-round learning are classified benign
(TPs) only because they are visited by these three devices directly
by IP (Table 3). If IoTSTEED keeps these three device’s IP-accessing
filtering on, these 146 IP-accessed servers would be flagged as
malicious (FPs, recalling §2.2.4), resulting in a high false-positive
rate of 25% (158 out of 642) in learning servers. (In §3.2, we show that
the tradeoff of turning off IP-accessing filtering is that IoTSTEED
risks allowing attacks to IP-accessed servers.)
False Positives in Traffic Filtering: We next examine IoTSTEED’s FPs in filtering traffic (§2.3). We show IoTSTEED’s falsepositive rate is low, dropping only a tiny fraction (33,183 or 0.45%)
of about seven million packets our IoT devices send and receive in
this 10-day measurement.
We show that out of these 33,183 false-positive packet losses,
most (90.72% or 30,104) are because IoTSTEED misclassifies 12 IoT
servers as malicious (Table 3). We show that the rest false-positive
packet losses (7.83%, 2,597 out of 33,183) are because IoTSTEED
initially mis-classifies six non-IoT devices as IoT and filters these
non-IoT devices’ traffic as if they are IoT traffic. After IoTSTEED
later corrects mis-classification of these six non-IoT devices, it
no longer filters their traffic (recalling IoTSTEED ignores non-IoT
traffic). In §4, we show that we could avoid these packet losses
due to initial mis-classification by listing all non-IoT devices’ MAC
addresses as exceptions (whose packets IoTSTEED will ignore)
when starting IoTSTEED.

3.2

Access
Simulated
Type
Attackers
IP
Amcrest_Cam
Amcrest_Cam
IP
IP
Amcrest_Cam
IP
Foscam_Cam
IP
a non-IoT dev
Name Amcrest_Cam
Name
Philips_Bulb
Name
Philips_Bulb
HP_Printer
Name
Name Dyson_Purifier

Replay of Spoofed Real-world DDoS Traffic: We test IoTSTEED with attack traffic from two real-world DDoS events captured at B-root DNS server (simply “B root” hereafter): a DNS query
flooding event in December 2015 and a TCP SYN flooding event in
June 2016. We first simulate ten IoT-based DDoS attacks (each a row
in Table 4) by spoofing attack traffic capture from these two DDoS
events so that the attacks appear coming from our IoT devices.
(Among these ten simulated attacks, four are examples of the four
potential countermeasures to IoTSTEED discussed in §2.5.) We then
test IoTSTEED with replay of each of these simulated IoT-based
DDoS attacks together with 10-day benign traffic capture from §3.1.
We first simulate five IoT-based DDoS attacks to an IP-accessed
server: B root. We simulate attacks to B root because IoT-based
DDoS attacks have frequently targeted DNS servers [17]. We do not
simulate attacks to other IP-accessed servers because IoTSTEED
only examines when an IP-accessed server gets accessed (§2.2.3)
and by whom (§2.2.4) rather than its exact server IP. To simulate a
certain IoT device D attacking B root at time t via TCP SYN flooding
(simulating DNS-query flooding from D is similar), we first extract
one random attacker’s DDoS packets from 15-minute sample of
TCP SYN flooding event (referred as TCP “attacker capture”). We
then replace the source MAC and IP addresses in TCP attacker
capture with MAC and LAN IP of D and shifting timestamp of
all DDoS packets in TCP attacker capture to right after t (called
“spoofed attacker capture”). Since the two DDoS events we use are
captured at victim (B root) and do not include potential DNS queries
from attackers about victim, our spoofed attacker capture simulates
device D attacking B root directly by IP. We summarize the five
IoT-based DDoS attacks to B root we simulate in top half of Table 4.
Four of them are based on spoofing TCP attacker capture with
four combinations of attackers and attacking time: Amcrest_Cam,
Foscam_Cam and an non-IoT device attacking after server bootstrapping and Amcrest_Cam attacking during bootstrapping. (We
test IoTSTEED with an non-IoT attack to simulate defending IoT
devices disguised as non-IoT, one countermeasure to IoTSTEED
from §2.5.) The remaining one simulated attack is based on spoofing
DNS attacker capture with one attacking device (Amcrest_Cam)
and time (after bootstrapping).
We next simulate five attacks to two name-accessed servers:
www.krebsonsecurity.com and www.philips.com (shortened as “Krebs”
and “Philips” hereafter.) We simulate attacks to Philips, a manufacturer server for Philips_Bulb, to test IoTSTEED’s defense of attacks

True Positives and False Negatives with
Attack Traffic

To understand IoTSTEED’s TPs and FNs in filtering attack traffic, we
spoof traffic capture of real-world DDoS attacks and run IoTSTEED
with replay of these spoofed DDoS traffic.
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to common IoT servers (recalling §2.2.4). We simulate attacks to
Krebs, victim of an IoT-based DDoS attack in 2016 [44], to test IoTSTEED’s defense of attacks to all other name-accessed servers. To
simulate a given IoT device D attacking Krebs at time t via TCP SYN
flooding (simulating attacks to Philips is similar), We first generate
a spoofed TCP attacker capture for D (which simulate D TCP SYN
flooding B root at time t) as we discussed above. We then replace
victim IP in spoofed TCP attacker capture (B-root IP) with Krebs’
IP. Lastly, we inject forged DNS traffic (containing type-A DNS
query from D about Krebs and corresponding DNS replies) to the
beginning of this spoofed TCP attacker capture. We summarize the
five IoT-based DDoS attacks to Krebs and Philips we simulate in
the bottom half of Table 4. Our five simulated attacks are based on
spoofing TCP attacker capture with five different combinations of
attackers and victims: Amcrest_Cam, Philips_Bulb, HP_Printer and
Dyson_Purifier attacking Krebs and Philips_Bulb attacking Philips.
True Positives with attack traffic: We show IoTSTEED defends all attacks except the four based on countermeasures from §2.5
(see the six attacks with “Drop” filtering decision in Table 4). We
show IoTSTEED defends these six attacks regardless of their attacking devices (four different devices Table 4), traffic types (TCP
SYN flooding and DNS query flooding), victims (B root and Krebs)
and accessing types for victims (IP-accessed and name-accessed).
In router deployment §4, we extend this observation by showing
that IoTSTEED defends attacks regardless of their packet rates.
False Negatives with Attack Traffic: We confirm IoTSTEED
indeed cannot mitigates the four types of attacks discussed in §2.5,
contributing to the four FNs we observe in Table 4 (see the four
“passed” attacks). We also confirm our conclusion from §2.5 that
these countermeasures either are difficult, have limited applicability,
or weaken attacks.
First, we show that IoTSTEED cannot defend attacks launched
during server bootstrapping period of the attacking devices, which
contribute to the passing of attacks from Amcrest_Cam to B root
during bootstrapping (third B-root attack in Table 4). However this
type of attacks are not likely to happen in practice since bootstrapping period is relatively short (see §2.5 for details.)
Second, we show IoTSTEED cannot defend devices from attacking the three class of common IoT servers it considers benign
in §2.2.4, which causes the missing of attacks from Philips_Bulb
to Philips (see the attack to Philips in Table 4). While IoTSTEED
cannot defend attacks to a few common IoT servers, IoTSTEED still
defend the rest majority of servers and break economy of running
commercial DDoS attacks (as shown in §2.5).
Third, we show that IoTSTEED cannot defend devices without IP-accessing filtering from attacking IP-accessed server, which
contribute to the passing of attacks from Foscam_Cam whose IPaccessing filtering is off (forth B-root attack in Table 4). We argue
that these devices are in minority (3 of 14 IoT devices in §3) and
that some of them (including Foscam_Cam, as shown later in §4)
would become defendable once disabling UPnP service in router
(recalling §2.5).
Lastly, we show IoTSTEED cannot defend attacks from IoT devices disguised as non-IoT devices, which contributes to the passing
of attacks from an non-IoT device to B root (last B-root attack in
Table 4). While disguising IoT devices does evade IoTSTEED’s defense, it weaken the resulting IoT-based DDoS attack by making the

Victims
Univ Svrs
Univ Svrs
Univ Svrs
Univ Svrs

Access
Simulated
Type
Attackers
IP
Amcrest_Cam
Foscam_Cam
IP
IP
Philips_Bulb
IP
TPLink_Plug

Traffic
Type
Slow TCP
Slow TCP
Slow TCP
Fast TCP

Start After Filtering
Bootstrap? Decision
No
Pass
Yes
Drop
Yes
Drop
Yes
Drop

Table 5: Simulated Attacks in Router-deployment Validation

attack harder to implement and making the bots easier to identify,
as detailed in §2.5.
In summary, our experiment results suggest IoTSTEED could mitigate all except the four types of attacks discussed in §2.5 regardless
of the attacks’ traffic types, attacking devices and victims.

4

VALIDATION BY ROUTER DEPLOYMENT

Having tested IoTSTEED with replay of off-line traffic capture (§3),
we next deploy it on-line in the NAT router of an IoT access network
for 10 days. We show IoTSTEED works in router deployment similar
to trace-replay validation: with reasonable run-time overhead, few
false positives (FPs) with benign traffic and similar true positives
(TPs) and false negatives (FNs) with attack traffic.
Experiment Setup: We deploy IoTSTEED in the NAT router of
the experimental IoT access network from §3. (The NAT router is a
Linksys WRT1900ACS router running OpenWRT version 19.07.1 [59].)
We add one extra Linux personal computer (PC) to this network
to simulate IoT-based DDoS attacks. Similar to trace-replay validation (§3), our deployment experiment lasts 10 days. We shut off all
IoT devices initially and boot them up after IoTSTEED starts. We
interact with IoT devices daily with the same mobile phone as in
§3.
We simulate four IoT-based DDoS attacks during 10-day deployment, as summarized in Table 5. We run hping3 [34] from one
Linux laptop in this IoT access network (with one “fast” TCP SYN
flooding attack of 1000 packets/s and three “slow” TCP SYN attacks of 10 packets/s) and spoof this laptop’s MAC and IP addresses
with those of certain IoT devices (the attackers in Table 5). We
block all inbound and outbound traffic to this laptop except traffic to DDoS victim to prevent laptop from talking to non-victim
PC-oriented servers using spoofed IoT MAC addresses and confusing IoTSTEED into thinking that some IoT devices are talking to
these PC-oriented servers. (We cannot simulate attacks to nameaccessed servers because if we allow DNS traffic from this Linux
laptop, it could DNS query non-victim PC-oriented servers, such
as connectivity-check.ubuntu.com, with spoofed IoT MAC address
and confuse IoTSTEED.)
Lastly, we apply two tweaks to our router-deployment experiment to validate our claims earlier in trace-replay validation that
they could reduce FPs (§3.1) and FNs (§3.2) in filtering traffic. First,
we list all non-IoT devices’ MAC addresses as exceptions (whose
packets IoTSTEED would ignore) when starting IoTSTEED. Our
goal is to validate the claim that doing so could reduce FPs in traffic
filtering (caused by initial mis-classification of some non-IoT devices as IoT, recalling §3.1). Second, we disable UPnP service in NAT
router during our 10-day deployment. Disabling UPnP allows us
8
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We note that IoTSTEED successfully mitigates the attack from
Foscam_Cam during router deployment while passes a similar attack from Foscam_Cam during trace-replay validation (§3.2) . We
believe the reason for this difference is that we turn off UPnP service in deployment. In trace-replay validation, Foscam_Cam keeps
responding to unsolicited probes from Internet scanners (a side effect of UPnP) and appears to be constantly visiting new IP-accessed
servers, forcing IoTSTEED to turn off its IP-accessing filtering. In
deployment, these Internet scanners cannot reach Foscam_Cam
because without UPnP service, Foscam_Cam cannot set up static
port mapping in router. As a result, IoTSTEED keeps IP-accessing
filtering for Foscam_Cam on and mitigate its attack. We conclude
that for some devices (such as Foscam_Cam, Samsung_Cam and
D-Link_Cam in router deployment), we can prevent them from constantly contacting new IP-accessed servers and failing IoTSTEED’s
defense by disabling UPnP service in router.
Lastly, we show that even without UPnP service, a few devices
could still keep visiting new IP-accessed servers and IoTSTEED
cannot defend them from attacking IP-accessed servers. During
router deployment, we find Belkin_Plug and Tenvis_Cam both talk
to a few new IP-accessed servers after bootstrapping and cause
IoTSTEED to turn off their IP-accessing filtering. For Belkin_Plug,
we find most (12 or 80%) of its 15 IP-accessed servers to be STUN
servers for NAT traversal, similar to what we observe in prior measurements (§2.2.3 and in §3). However we are not certain about why
Belkin_Plug keeps talking to new STUN servers throughout router
deployment but stops visiting new STUN servers in the middle of
measurement in §3. We are also unclear about why Tenvis_Cam
talks to a few new IP-accessed servers (3, not counting whitelisted
server IPs in §2.2.1) after bootstrapping in router deployment but
not in our prior measurements (§2.2.3 and §3).
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Figure 5: IoTSTEED’s Per-hour CPU and Memory Usage during Router-deployment Validation

to validate our claim that without UPnP, devices like Foscam_Cam
will stop constantly visiting new IP-accessed servers and causing
potential FNs in filtering DDoS attacks (§3.2).
Measuring Run-time Overhead: We measure memory and
CPU usage of IoTSTEED every hour during this 10-day deployment.
We show IoTSTEED uses a small amount (in average 4%) of the
512MB memory and about half (in average 49%) of the 1.6 GHz
dual-core CPU in this NAT router and its memory and CPU usages
are quite stable, as illustrated in Figure 5.
We confirm that IoTSTEED’s CPU usage does not slow down
router’s packet forwarding and thus even though half the CPU is
busy, the router’s user-visible performance is unaffected. We run
Internet speed test (www.speedtest.net) from one laptop in this
access network and confirm that this laptop’s peak download and
upload speeds with IoTSTEED running (113 Mb/s and 11 Mb/s, averaged over 10 tests) is roughly identical to those without IoTSTEED
running (114 Mb/s and 11 Mb/s, averaged over 10 tests). (As CPUs
in home routers keep growing faster, we expect IoTSTEED’s CPU
usage to decrease over time.)
False Positives with Benign Traffic: We confirm IoTSTEED’s
accuracy in detecting devices and FPs in learning servers and filtering traffic during router deployment are similar to what we report
in trace-replay validation (§3.1). IoTSTEED correctly detects all
14 IoT devices and infers their manufacturers (100% accuracy). It
maintains low false-positive rate in learning servers: flagging a
small amount (6 or 4%) of 139 IoT servers as suspicious. (Six FPs
include five IP-accessed servers entering second-round learning
and one name-accessed servers with domain “Google” that does
not resemble common IoT servers.) It also shows low false-positive
rate in filtering traffic: dropping a tiny fraction (8,769 or 0.07%) of
12 million benign IoT packets observed from this LAN.
We show all FPs in filtering traffic are because IoTSTEED flags
six IoT servers as suspicious during server learning. Comparing to
§3.1, we see no false-positive filtering caused by initial misclassification of non-IoT devices as IoT because we exclude non-IoT MAC
addresses. We conclude that excluding non-IoT MAC addresses
when starting IoTSTEED could reduce FPs in filtering traffic.
True Positives and False Negatives with Attack Traffic: We
next examine IoTSTEED’s TPs and FNs in filtering attack traffic
during router deployment and show they are similar to what we observe in trace-replay validation. We confirm that IoTSTEED cannot
defend attack during bootstrapping, which causes the one FN in Table 5. We confirm IoTSTEED mitigates all other three attacks tested
regardless of the attacking devices (three different devices Table 5)
and packet rates (1000 packets/s and 10 packets/s) of attacks.

5

RELATED WORK

Prior groups have studied detecting IoT devices and defending both
IoT-based and traditional DDoS attacks (launched from PCs and
servers).

5.1

IoT Device Detection

Several prior projects detect IoT devices with public IPs by active
scanning [9, 16, 53, 69, 74]. In comparison, our detection uses passive measurement and thus could detect devices behind NATs (when
running from NAT box). Other prior work also measures IoT devices
passively and thus covers devices behind NAT [3, 29, 30, 33, 71].
However they either rely on pre-training with traffic from target devices [29, 30, 71] (our prior studies on general IoT detection [29, 30]
fall into this category), or only cover IoT devices infected by certain
malware [3, 33]. In comparison, our detection is based on MAC
addresses and requires no such pre-training with target devices’
traffic. Our detection also applies to general IoT devices instead of
just the compromised ones.

5.2

IoT-Based DDoS Defense

Traffic Endpoint as Signals: Similar to our work, prior work also
explore the idea of detecting IoT-based DDoS traffic based on traffic
endpoints. They either operate near the IoT devices or near the
remote endpoints IoT devices talk to.
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Several groups propose detecting IoT-based DDoS traffic based
on traffic endpoints from the edge routers of IoT access networks [14,
32, 61]. The preliminary measurement study from Brown University shows it is feasible to detect DDoS traffic from IoT devices
by whitelisting the benign endpoints they talk to, without providing a method to build this whitelist [14]. Along the same line,
work from University of New South Wales proposes building this
whitelist of benign endpoints based on manufacturer usage description (MUD, an IETF draft [45]) profiles provided by MUD-compliant
IoT devices [32]. Different from both work, we provide concrete
mechanisms to build whitelists of benign endpoints that IoT devices talk to (recalling IoT servers in §2.2), without relying on the
currently non-existent MUD-compliant IoT devices. Bogazici University detects compromised IoT devices by identifying devices
that send TCP SYN packets to many different endpoints in a short
interval without receiving as much positive responses [61]. Unlike
their focus on TCP SYN flooding traffic, we detect all types of DDoS
traffic not sent to benign endpoints.
One group detects malicious IoT traffic by measuring from the
remote endpoints IoT devices talk to [74]. Work from Concordia
University ([74]) infers compromised IoT devices in the public Internet by identifying the fraction of IoT devices detected by Shodan
([69]) that send packets to allocated but un-used IPs monitored by
CAIDA (as known as darknet [6]). In comparison, our work have
very different coverage: we cover compromised IoT devices in the
access network we monitor (potentially with private IP addresses)
while they cover a subset of compromised IoT devices on public
Internet. By whitelisting benign endpoints, we cover malicious IoT
traffic to all suspicious endpoints, unlike their focus on malicious
IoT traffic to a specific group of suspicious endpoints: the CAIDA
darknet IPs.
Traffic Flow Statistics as Signals: Several prior work detect
IoT-based DDoS traffic based on traffic flow statistics (such as packet
rates and packet sizes) from the edge router of an IoT access network
(such as the NAT router of a LAN) [15, 51, 58]. They detect IoT-based
DDoS traffic using machine learning (ML) models trained with
either a mixture of benign IoT traffic and simulated attack traffic
(binary classification that detects DDoS by looking for similarity to
known attack traffic [15]) or with only benign IoT traffic (anomaly
detection that detects DDoS by looking for deviations from known
benign traffic [51, 58]). Unlike their signals based on traffic flow
statistics, we use traffic endpoints’ first-visit time and identities as
signal. Comparing to their detection techniques of ML-based binary
classification [15] and anomaly detection [51, 58], we use a different
technique: heuristic-based rules. While they all assume an IoT-only
access network, IoTSTEED could separate IoT from non-IoT devices
and could operate in realistic access networks with both IoT and
non-IoT devices. IoTSTEED also covers DDoS traffic of different
types (such as TCP SYN flooding and DNS query flooding) and flow
statistics (such as packet rates) by dropping all traffic not sent to
benign endpoints. In comparison, ML-based binary classification
only detects attacks similar to known attack traffic seen in model
training [15]. Although in principle, ML-based anomaly detection
could identify malicious traffic of different types and flow statistics
by looking for deviations from known benign traffic [51, 58], prior
work have shown that ML models are not good at detecting such
deviations especially when dealing with highly-variable real-world

network traffic [26, 72]. Lastly, their methods are computationally
heavy and are not likely to run from resource-constraint home
router. In comparison, IoTSTEED is light-weight and could run in
commodity home router with reasonable overhead (§4).
Other Signals: Other prior work detect compromised IoT devices and defend malicious IoT-based DDoS traffic with other signals [13, 38]. Work from IFFAR detects compromised IoT sensors
reporting altered measurements by finding outliers in measurements reported by a pool of homogeneous IoT sensors [13]. In
comparison, IoTSTEED applies to all types of IoT access network
instead of just networks of homogeneous IoT sensors. Work from
National University of Singapore [38] mitigates IoT-based DDoS
attacks to a given server by setting static traffic quotas in this server
for each contacting IoT device and dropping excessive packets. In
comparison, IoTSTEED do not require access to victim servers.
The industry is also working on detecting malicious IoT traffic.
Telekom Security of T-Systems detects compromised IoT devices by
monitoring darknet, their worldwide honeypot networks and their
CPEs [23]. Upon detection, they filter attack traffic at ISP boarder
and CPEs and inform customers about their compromised IoT devices. In comparison, IoTSTEED is local to LAN and do not requires
monitoring darknet and accessing global honeypot networks.

5.3

Traditional DDoS Defense

Prior to IoT-based DDoS attacks, DDoS attacks launched from traditional network devices such as PC and servers has been studied
widely.
Defense at Bot Side: similar to our work, prior work propose
defending traditional DDoS traffic at bot side [18, 24, 54]. D-WARD
detects DDoS attacks at bot side by comparing traffic flow statistics
from and to the access network of bots with pre-defined models for
normal flow statistics [54]. FireCol puts multiple intrusion prevention systems (IPS) close to the access network of bots and detects
DDoS based on traffic bandwidths measured from these IPSes [18].
MULTOPS detects DDoS attacks overloading network bandwidth
of victims by identifying disproportional difference between packet
rate coming from and going back to the bots’ access network [24].
Different from their focus on traffic flow statistics such as packet
rates and ratio of number of packets sent and received, our work
focuses on traffic endpoints such as their first-visit time and DNS
names.
Defense at Intermediate Network: Prior work also studies
defending DDoS attack at the intermediate network between bots
and victims. Work from AT&T Labs detects DDoS traffic from intermediate network by identifying aggregates of network flows
that cause network link congestion. Their detection relies on traffic
flow statistics such as packet arrival rates and packet dropping
history [50]. In comparison, IoTSTEED detects DDoS traffic with
traffic endpoints as signals and operates at bot side.
Defense at Victim Side: Other prior work studies defending
DDoS traffic at victim network.
Prior work defends network and transport-layer DDoS attacks
that consumes bandwidth and other resources of victims (such
as ICMP flooding and TCP SYN flooding) with techniques such
as statistical anomaly detection (which detects DDoS by identifying anomaly in certain traffic flow statistics) [75], flow imbalance
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heuristic (which looks for unbalanced packet rates between the
incoming and outgoing traffic flows) [1] and TCP SYN cookies [4].
Prior work defends application-layer DDoS attacks targeting web
applications (such as HTTP GET flooding) with techniques such
as Turing test (which distinguishes legitimate human users from
machines) [41, 63], moving-target techniques (which moves target
web application around a pool of servers to increase uncertainty
for the attacker) [39, 43, 78], domain-helps-domain collaboration
(which allows a domain to direct excessive traffic to other trusted external domains for DDoS filtering) [65] and also statistical anomaly
detection [57, 64].
Prior work also defends DDoS attacks targeting software-defined
network (SDN) by deploying new packet scheduling algorithms
in SDN controllers [35, 46], running traffic-statistic-based DDoS
detection algorithms in SDN [40, 62, 76] and improving SDN architecture [8, 80].
Different from these prior work that focus on defending DDoS
attacks at victim side, IoTSTEED defends DDoS traffic at bot side.
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CONCLUSION

We propose IoTSTEED, a system that defends IoT-based DDoS attacks at bot-side. IoTSTEED detects IoT devices in its deployed
network, learns their benign servers and filters their traffic to other
servers as potential DDoS attacks. We validate IoTSTEED with
replay of 10-day benign traffic captured from an IoT access network and simulated IoT-based DDoS attacks. We show IoTSTEED
could correctly detect the 14 LAN IoT and 6 non-IoT devices in this
access network (100% accuracy). We show IoTSTEED maintains
low false-positive rate in learning servers (2%) and filtering traffic (0.45%). Experiment results also show IoTSTEED mitigates all
typical attacks, regardless of the attacks’ traffic types, attacking
devices and victims; an intelligent adversary can design to avoid
detection in a few cases, but at the cost of a weaker attack. Lastly,
we deploy IoTSTEED in NAT router of an IoT access network for 10
days, showing reasonable resource usage (4% of 512MB memory)
and verifying our testbed experiments for accuracy and learning in
practice.
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